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Abstract 
Using disk/band surfaces, we investigate spatial-graph homology. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for spatial embeddings of a graph to be homologous is expressed in terms of disk/band 
surfaces. By this condition we can decide practically whether two given spatial embeddings are 
homologous or not. We equip the set of spatial-graph homology classes with an abelian group 
structure and give a method to calculate this group by using the condition above. 
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1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite graph. For any spatial embedding r : G + E%‘, a diskband surface S 
of T(G) is a compact, orientable surface in lR3 such that r(G) is a deformation retract of 
S contained in the interior of S [l]. Note that any disk/band surface is ambient isotopic 
to a surface constructed by putting a disk at each vertex, connecting the disks with bands 
along the edges. So we will only work on such a disk/band surface. 
Taniyama defined the spatial-graph homology as follows [5]. Two spatial embeddings 
r,, rz : G + IR’ are said to be homologous if there is a locally flat embedding @ : (G x 
I) # Uz, Fi + R’ x 1 between rl and r2, where I = [0, I] is the unit closed interval, 
(4, F2,. . . , Fn) is a finite set of mutually disjoint, closed, orientable surfaces, and # 
denotes the connected sum. More precisely, for each Fi, there is just one edge e in G 
such that Fi is attached to the interior of e x I by the usual connected sum of surfaces. 
In [6], he proves that two spatial embeddings rl, rz : G -+ R’ are homologous if and 
only if they have the same Wu invariant. The Wu invariant is defined as an element of 
the certain 2-dimensional cohomology. Here, we will study spatial-graph homology by 
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using disk/band surfaces and show the following theorem. This theorem gives a practical 
method of deciding whether two given spatial embeddings are homologous or not, see 
Section 3 for example. 
Theorem 1.1. Let rj, r2 : G + I@ be embeddings of a graph G. Then the following (1) 
(2) and (3) are mutually equivalent. 
(I) The embeddings l-i and I” are homologous. 
(2) There exist disk/band sulfates Sk of rk (G) (k = 1,2) with (S, , ri (G)) E 
(52, r2(G)) such that (ri (a), ri (P))s, = (W), r2(P))sz for any a, P E HI (G z). 
(3) For any disk&and surfaces SLof &(G) (k = 1,2) with (Sl,I’l(G)) 2 
(&,I’2(G)) and a regular diagram S1 of 5’1, there is a distk’band surface 5’; of 
r,(G) obtained from g by a finite sequence of the two moves as in Fig. 1 such that 
(4 (4, rt (0))~; = (W), W))s, for any a, P E L-4 (G; z). 
In the theorem above, ( , )S is the Seifert linking form for S, and (Si, r, (G)) YZ 
(5’2, rz(G)) means that there is a homeomorphism f : Si --+ S2 such that fir, (~1 o ri = 
r2. A regular diagram of a disk/band surface is defined in Section 2. 
In [3], Soma, Sugai and the author show that if G is planar, then the homology class 
of an embedding of G is determined only by the linking numbers of disjoint pairs in a 
certain set of cycles. 
If the valence of a vertex is less than or equal to 3, then the move as in Fig. l(ii) is 
generated by the move as in Fig. l(i). Thus we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 1.1.1. Let T,, r2 : G + R” be embeddings of a graph G, and Sk disk/band 
surfaces of rk(G) (k = 1,2) with (S,,I’I(G)) Z (Sz,r2(G)). Zf the valence of any 
vertex of G is less than or equal to 3, then the following holds. The embeddings rl 
and r2 are homologous if and only if there is a dish/band surface 5’; of r, (G) obtained 
from a regular diagram of S1 by a$nite sequence of the move as in Fig. l(i) such that 
VI (4, rl (PNs; = M4, MP))s2 for any a, P E HI (GW 
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Fig. 2. 
We choose a fixed embedding ru : G + IR’. Since any spatial graph r(G) is obtained 
from To(G) by a finite sequence of crossing changes of the edges, there are mutually 
disjoint 2-disks D1, D2,. . . , D, in IR’ and mutually disjoint embeddings bi : I x I + R3 
(i= 1,2,...,u) suchthat 
l foreachic {1,2,..., u}, aD, fl To(G) = 8 and Di intersects To(G) transversely at 
one point in the interior of an edge, 
l b,(l x 1) n To(G) = bi(l x (0)) IS contained in the interior of an edge, 
l b,(l x I) n (lJ,“=, Dj) = b,(I x I) n aDi = bi(l x {l}), and 
l (To(G) U (u,“=, aq) - up-“=, &(I X 81)) U <u;=“=, h(aT X 1)) = r(G), 
cf. [4,7]. Then r(G) is denoted by F(re(G) U (U,“=, aDj) 1 {bl,bz,. . ,bU}). Let 
.(G)=F(ib(G)u(aD,,) ,h) (k=l,2). 
Suppose that 
@aDdJBI) n (~aLh+&) =@. 
Then we define 
(r, +r2)(G) = F 
see Fig. 2. Note that rr + r2 is unique up to spatial-graph homology. Thus for spatial- 
graph homology classes [ri], [rz], we define 
[T,] + [Pz] = [Tl + Tz] 
This is well defined. Note that [r] + [TO] = [r] f or any [r]. For a spatial embedding 
r(G) = F(q)(G) U (lJj”=, aD,) 1 B), let r’(G) b e a spatial graph obtained from r(G) 
by adding a half twist to each band in B. It is not hard to see that [r] + [.P] = [TO]. 
Therefore the set of spatial-graph homology classes ‘H(G) is an abelian group under “+” 
with the unit element [To]. We call X(G) the graph homology group of G based on TO. 
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In Section 4, we give a practical method to calculate this group. In this process we show 
that X(G) is independent of rc up to group isomorphism, and that it is finitely generated. 
Remark. Taniyama has pointed out that Z(G) is isomorphic to the skew-symmetric 
second cohomology group H*(Cz(G), 1~; Z) of the pair (C*(G), u), where C*(G) is the 
configuration space of ordered two points on G, see [6] for details of the definitions. In 
[6], Taniyama shows that H*(Cz(G), a; Z) IS t orsion free. This implies that ‘X(G) is a 
free abelian group. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Throughout this section we may assume that any graph is simple because the property 
that two embeddings are homologous is unchangeable under the subdivision of graphs. 
Let P be any plane in Iw” and n : I@ + P a projection. The projection rr is regular 
for a disk/band surface S if r satisfies the following conditions: 
l For each y E n(S), n-‘(y) n S consists of either one, two or infinitely many points. 
l If r-‘(y) n S consists of two points, then there are two band parts Bi, Bj (possibly 
Bi = B,) of S with y E rr(&)nrr(Bj) such that n(&) and r(B.j) meet as in Fig. 3(i). 
0 If 7+(y) n s consists of infinitely many points, then there is exactly one band part 
Bi of S with y E r(Bi) such that n(&) is as in Fig. 3(ii). 
Let 7r be a regular projection for S. The image n(S) with over/under information is said 
to be a regular diagram of S, and denoted by ?. 
Proposition 2.1. Let rl, r2 : G -+ IR’ be embeddings of a graph G, and Sk disk/band - 
surfaces ofa (k = 1,2) with (Sl,rl(G)) E’ (Sz,I’z(G)). Let Sk be regular dia- 
- - grams of Sk (k = 1,2) such that 5’1 and S2 coincide in the disk parts with orientations. 
The embeddings rl and r2 are homologous if and only if the two regular diagrams s 
and g are connected by a jnite sequence of the seven moves as in Fig. 4. 
Proof. Motohashi and Taniyama [2] show that two regular diagrams represent homolo- 
gous embeddings if and only if they are connected by a sequence of Reidemister moves 
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Fig. 4. 
(i) - (v), A-move (vi) as in Fig. 5 and plane isotopies. From this fact and the hypothesis - - 
that 271 and Sz coincide in the disk parts, we obtain the proposition. 0 
For any two adjacent edges ei, ej with the common vertex w, the move as in Fig. 6(i) 
will be counted + 1; the move as in Fig. 6(ii) will be counted - 1. Let n(g --+ g; V; ei, e3) 
be the sum of the signs of the moves in a sequence from 5 to s. To avoid complicated 
notation, we denote n(g + %; v; ei, ej) by n(ei, ej) unless misunderstanding is caused. 
Proposition 2.2. Let rl, r2,Sl and S2 be as in Proposition 2.1, and let s be a regular 
diagram of Sl. If F, and r2 are homologous, then there is a regular diagram g of S2 
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such that 272 is obtained from g by a @ite sequence of the seven moves as in Fig. 4 
and n(ei, ei) is even for any adjacent edges ei, ej. 
proof. Since (52, Tz(G)) s (St, r~ (G)), th ere is a regular diagram 5 such that g and 
S1 coincide in the disk parts. By Proposition 2.1, s is obtained from g by a finite 
sequence of the seven moves as in Fig. 4. If n(ei, ej) is even for any adjacent edges 
ei, ej, then the proof is completed. Suppose that n(ei, ej) is odd for some ei, ej with the 
common vertex 2). Let {ei, , eil, . . . , ei, } be the set of edges with the end vertex V, and 
Dk, (Ic = 1,2) a regular neighborhood of ~(rk(v)) in the plane P where K : IR3 + P is 
the regular projection. We may assume that both g n D1, c D1, and 5 n DzV C DzV 
are as in Fig. 7. It is not hard to see that, for some 1 (2 2), 
179 
(9 
Ol- 
G(v) I-i Ceil x t . . 
GCej> 
(ii) 
01 
W) l?Cei> x * . . 
rlCej) 
Fjg. 6. 
x , . 
+1 
x . 
-1 
- - 
n( s1 + sz; w; eit, eis) ‘2 
0 ift,sE (1,2,.._,1- l}, 
1 iftE(1,2 ,..., l-l}ands=1. 
Then, by changing 2; as in Fig. 8, we have a new regular diagram 2 of 5’2 wnh 
- 
n(SI+s;; v; e,,, e,,) ‘ZOforany t,sE {1,2 ,..., I>. 
Repeating this operation, we obtain a required regular diagram of S2. 0 
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None of the moves Figs. 4(i), (ii), (iii), (v) and (vi) exchanges the Seifert linking form 
for disk/band surfaces. Thus we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.2.1. Let I’, , r2, S1,5’2 and s be as in Proposition 2.2. If rl and r2 are 
homologous, then there is a distiand surface Si of r,(G) obtained from z by a 
finite sequence of the two moves as in Figs. 4(o), (iv) such that (I’1 (a), I’,(p)),; = 
(r2(a), w)) _ f s3 or any (Y, p E HI (G; Z) and n(e2, e3) is even for any adjacent edges 
ei, e,7. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Since “(3) + (2)” is clear, we shall prove “(1) =+ (3)” and 
“(2) =+ (I)“. 
(1) + (3). Let Si be the disk/band surface as in Corollary 2.2.1. Since n(e,, ej) is even, 
- 
there is a disk/band surface 5’; obtained from S1 by a finite sequence of the two moves 
as in Fig. 1 such that (r,(a), r,(P)),; = (rl (a), r, (P))s;/ for any a,0 E H,(G; Z). 
This completes the proof. 
(2) + (1). Let T be a maximal subgraph of G without cycles and {el , e2, . . , e,,} = 
E(G) \ E(T), h w ere E(G) (respectively E(T)) is the set of edges of G (respectively 
T). Let ci (i = 1,2,. . . , n) be a l-cycle in HI (G; Z) represented by the cycle in T u ei. 
We may assume that r 1 I T = r21T and BT I? Sl = BT n S2, where BT is a regular 
neighborhood of rl (T) (= rz(T)) in R’, see Fig. 9. It is not hard to see that there are 
mutually disjoint embeddings bi : I x I -+ BT (i = 1,2, . . . , n) such that, for Ic = 1,2, 
l bi(I x I) n l’k(G) = bi(l x a1) c I’k(ei), and 
l (rk(G) - UrZI bi(l x al)) U (Us=, bi(aI x I)) is the union of a graph r&(G) with 
G,(G) = G,(G) d an an n-component link ri(Ll U . . U L,) such that r&(G) U 
J’A(L1 U . . U L,) is ambient isotopic in R’ to Fe,(G) U pk(L, U . U L,) with 
P,,(G) c BT and &(Ll U.. . U L,) n BT = 8, see Fig. 10. 
Since (rl(ci),rl(cY))~, = (r2(ci),r2(cj))s2, we have 
lk(rl(Q; r,‘(Q)) = lk(ri(&), r&)). 
This implies that r& (G)UI’{(LI u. ..uL,) is homologous to r;,(G)ur;(Llu.. .uL,). 
Let E be a 2-complex that is locally-flatly and properly embedded in R’ x [l/3,2/3] 
and that realizes this homology. In particular, E satisfies E n (IR” x {l/3}) = r&(G) u 
r,‘(Ll U.. . U I,,) and E r? (E@ x {2/3}) = r;,(G) U I’;(,51 U .. u L,). Consider the 
2-complexes El c W’ x [0, l/3] and E2 c Iw” x [2/3, l] defined as follows. 
FI (G) ifO<t< i, 
EI n @” X {t)) = r,(G) U fi bi(l X I)) ift= k, 
2=1 
r;,(qur;(L, UL~U...UL~) ifi<t<$, 
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Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10. 
l-&(G) u r;(L, u L2 u . . u L,) if$<t<s, 
E2 n (I@ x it>) = r*(G) u fi &(I x I)) 
i=l 
G(G) 
ift= jI, 
if 2 < t < 1. 
Then, the union El U E U E2 in IR’ x [0, l] gives a homology between rl and T2. This 
completes the proof. 0 
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3. Example 
Let G be the complete graph KS as in Fig. 11, and let I’k(G) (k = 1,2) be the spatial 
graph as in Fig. 12. In this section, by using Theorem 1.1, we will show that Tl is not 
homologous to T2. 
Fig. 11. 
Fig. 12. 
Fig. 13 
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Let Si be the regular diagram of a disk/band surface of I’h(G) (k = 1,2) as in 
Fig. 13. Note that (571, I’1 (G)) Z (Sz, Tz(G)). Suppose I’r is homologous to rz, then by 
Theorem 1.1, there is a disk/band surface S{ of rt (G) obtained from a regular diagram 
g by a finite sequence of the two moves as in Fig. 1 such that 
where cl, ~2, . . . , cs is a basis for 251 (G; Z) as in Fig. 14. For an embedding r : G + I@ 
and a disk/band surface S, set 
v(r, S) = 
Since (Si, G(G)) 2 (S2, G(G)), 
(r,(ci),r~(c,))~; = (~z(G),~z(c~)),, for any 6.i E {1,2,...,6) 
if and only if V(Fl, S,l) = V(r2, S2). By easy calculation, we have 
V(Tl, Sl) = 
0' 
0 
I V(T2,52) = 
O\ 
1 
-1 
0 . 
0 
For any two adjacent edges ei, ej in G, the move as in Fig. 15(i) will be counted +l; 
the move as in Fig. 15(ii) will be counted -1. Let mi,j be the sum of the signs of the 
moves in a sequence from x to g. For any edge ei in G, the move as in Fig. 16(i) will 
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be counted + 1; the move as in Fig. 16(ii) willbe counted - 1. Let mi be the sum of the -_ 
ml,2 - ml,9 - m2,5 + m5,9 
V(LSI) = -m3 + m3,S + m3,8 - m&8 + ml,3 - ml,10 f m3,10 
m2 f m5 + m6 - 2mS,6 - 2m2J - 2m2,6 
signs of the moves in a sequence from Sy to 5’;. Then we have 
/ 
ml + m2 + m4 - 2ml,4 - 2ml,2 - 2m2,4 
ml - ml,3 - ml,4 + m3,4 - ml,2 - ml,.5 + m2,.5 
m2 - ml,2 + m1,5 - m&S - m2,4 - m&6 f m4,6 
m2,6 - m2,l - m4,6 + m4,? 
-m2 + ml,2 - ml,9 + m2,9 + m2,4 + m2,7 - m4,7 
mu - ml,10 - m3,4 + m4,10 
ml + m3 + m5 - 2m3,5 - 2m1,3 - 2m1,5 
-m5 + m3,S - m3,6 + m5,6 - ml,2 f ml,5 + m2,5 
m3,6 - m3,8 - m5,6 + m5,8 
-m6 + mS,6 - m5,8 f m6,8 + m2,6 - m&7 $_ m6,7 
-m2 + m2,5 + m&9 - mS,9 f m2,6 + m2,7 - m6,7 
-my,5 + m3,6 $_ mS,8 - m6,8 
m6 + ml + m8 - 2m7$ - 2m6,g - 2m6,7 
-m7 -+ m7,8 f ml,9 - m8.9 - m2,6 f m2,7 + m6,7 
-m8 + m7,8 - m7,lO -t m8,lO - m3,6 -t m3,8 + m6,8 
m2 + m7 + m9 - 2m7,9 - 2m2,9 - 2m2,7 
-m7,8 + m7,10 + m8,9 - m9,lo 
m3 + m8 f ml0 - 2m8.10 - 2m3,8 - 2m3,]0 
Since V(~I, Si) = V(I’2, SZ), by setting 
N = t(ml m2 m3 m4 m.5 m6 m7 m8 m9 ml0 ml,8 m7,9 m7.10 m8,9 m8,lO m9,lo 
m3,S m3,6 m3,8 m5,6 mS,8 m6,8 ml,3 ml,4 ml,10 m3,4 m3,lO m4,lO 
ml,2 ml,5 ml,9 m2,S m2,9 mS,9 m2,4 m2,6 m2,7 m4,6 m4,7 m6,7)r 
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we have the 21 x 40-matrix M such that 
MN + V(P,, S,) = V(T2, S2). 
This is a contradiction because rank M = 20 # 21 = rank(MIV(rz, &) - V(rl, Sl)). 
It follows that r, is not homologous to r2. 
In general, let G be a graph and cl, ~2, . . , c, a basis for HI (G; Z). Then we have, 
as the example above, a matrix M with n + n(n - 1)/2 rows each column of which 
corresponds to a move as in Fig. 1. We call M a presentation matrix for spatial-graph 
homology of G with respect to {cl, ~2, . , cn}. Therefore a presentation matrix with 
respect to {cl, cl, . . , c,} is unique up to interchanging of columns. Thus M essentially 
depends only on G and the choice of a basis for HI (G; Z). By Theorem 1.1, we have 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a graph, cl, ~2,. . . , cn a basis for HI (G; Z) and M a pre- 
sentation matrix for spatial-graph homology of G with respect to {cl, Q, . . . , c,}. For 
any embeddings Fl, F2 : G -+ &I’ and dish/band surfaces Sk of rk(G) (k = 1,2) with 
(s,, r, (G)) 2 (s2, r2(G)), rl and r 2 are homologous if and only if there are integers 
nl:m!..., ‘n, such that 
nl 
n2 
M I! nu I + 
(rl(a7(~lh, (r2(ci 1, r2kl )h 
vl h 1, rl (c2h (r2(c1 ), r2wh 
w(~l)m4b, (r2(clh r2ka2 
(rl(cn-l),w4)s, (r2b4, r2(4js2 
v7 kd rl (c,))~, / \ (r2hd, r2(4jS2 / 
Since we can decide whether the system of linear equations above has an integral solution 
or not, we can also decide whether r, and r2 are homologous or not. 
4. Graph homology group 
Let 7’ be a maximal subgraph of G without cycles and {el , e2, . , e,} = E(G)\E(T). 
For a spatial graph To(G), let Dj (j = 2,3,. . . ,n) be a 2-disk in IR” such that aD, n 
ro(G) = 0 and Dj intersects ro(G) transversely at one point in the interior of r0 (ej), 
and let bij : I x I + IR3 (1 < i < j < n) be an embedding with bij(1 x I) n To(G) = 
b,j(l x (0)) C ro(ei) and bij(I x I) fl (UEzz&) = b,-(1 x (1)) c aD,. For each 
i,j (1 6 i <j < n), set ri,(G) = F(ro(G)UaDj 1 {bij}). Let CI,CZ,...,C~ beabasis 
for HI (G; Z) such that each c, is represented by the cycle in T U ei (i = 1,2, . . . , n), 
and let SO be a disk/band surface of To(G). 
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r*Gi > - rxei> / 1 
Fig. 17. 
Fig. 18 
Lemma 4.1. For each i, j (1 < i < j 6 n), there exists a diskYband surface Sij of 
rij(G) with (So, To(G)) Z (Sij, rij(G)) such that, for 1 < k < 1 < n, 
l I(rij(c,),rij(c,)),;j - (~o(c~),~o(cJ)so~ = If2 = Ic and3 = lY 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. Shrinking the band bij(l x I), we have a regular diagram I’ij(G) (respectively 
$G)) of Tij(G) (respectively To(G)) such that TIs) is obtained from I$?$ by 
a local change as shown in Fig. 17. We may assume that there is a regular diagram 
5 as in Fig. 18. Let 5’i.j be a disk/band surface of Pij(G) obtained from g by a 
local change as shown in Fig. 19. Note that (Se,rc(G)) E (SQ,T~~(G)). For each 
ei E {el,e2, . . . , en) = B(G)\E(T), th ere is exactly one cycle ci such that ci contains ei. 
This implies that Sij satisfies the condition in Lemma 4.1. 0 
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Fig. 19. 
SO q 
Fig. 20. 
Lemma 4.2. For each i (i = 1,2, . . , n), there exists a disHband sugace Si of To(G) 
with (So,Iii(G)) 2 (&,To(G)) such that, for 1 < k 6 1 < n, 
I 
l ((ro(ck)‘ro(cJ)s; - (ro(ck)Jo(c,))&l = If2 = k = l7 
0 otherwise. 
Proof. For i E {1,2,... , n}, let Si be a disk/band surface of To(G) obtained from SO 
by a local change as shown in Fig. 20. Clearly, (So,To(G)) E (Si,To(G)). Since cz is 
a unique cycle containing ei, Si is a required disk/band surface. 0 
For an embedding r : G + R3 and a disk/band surface S of T(G), set 
v(r, S) = 
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and 
V(T, S) = V(T, S) - V(E), Se). 
By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, the set 
C(G, r0, So, {cl, ~27. . ., 4) 
= 
i 
C Sijv(rij, Sij) + C zkv(rO, Sk) / Xij, Xk E z 
1 <i<j<n l<k<?I 
is a free abelian group with rank n + n(n - 1)/2. Let M be a presentation ma- 
trix for spatial-graph homology of G with respect to {cl, ~2,. . . , c,}. For Cr ,155 E 
C(G, To, So, {cl, ~2,. . . , c,}), we define an equivalence relation “N” as follows; Ct N C2 
if there are integers nt, n2, . . , n, such that 
n1 
n2 
M Id =c, -c,. nu 
Let V(G) = C(G, TO, SO, {cl, ~2,. . . , cn})/- be the set of equivalence classes. Then we 
have the following exact sequence 
z qj z B . CB z 3 C(G, I-0, So, -+I, ~2,. . . > 4) -+ VG) -+ 0. 
Thus V(G) is an abelian group and M is a presentation matrix for Y(G). We will soon 
show that V(G) is isomorphic to X(G). 
Let y, : V(G) -+ Z(G) be a homomorphism defined by 
cp 
I 
c ZijV(f,, Sij) + c z$Q-& Sk) = c xijrij + r, . 
I<iij<n l<k<n I) [ 1 <i<j<n 1 
By the arguments similar to that in the proofs of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, for any element 
C Xijv(rij7 Sij) + C zkv(ro, Sk) E C(G, To, so, {CI, ~2,. . . , c,}), 
I<i<j<n l<k<n 
there is a disk/band surface S of 
with 
A. Yusuhuru / fi~poiogy md its Applicutions 69 (1996) 173-191 191 
such that 
c X$(rzj, Sij) + c X,V(ro,&) = V c “c&j + ro,s . 
I <i<j<n l<k<n I<i<j<n 
By this fact and Theorem 3.1, we find that that cp : U(G) + ‘l-l(G) is well-defined and 
injective. Since we can deform a spatial graph I’(G) so that r(T) = To(T), r(G) 
is obtained from To(G) by a finite sequence of the crossing changes of the edges in 
{et, e2,. , e,}(= E(G) \ E(T)). Note that a spatial-graph-homology class is preserved 
under the self-crossing change of an edge. Thus the set { [rtj] 1 1 < i < j < n} generates 
31(G). This implies that cp is surjective. Therefore we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.3. The map cp : V(G) -+ ‘H(G) is an isomorphism. 
This proposition implies that we can calculate X(G) practically. 
Remarks. (a) From the arguments in this section, we find that V(G) is independent of 
the choice of ra. Since %(G) is isomorphic to V(G), ‘?-l(G) is independent of TO up to 
group isomorphism. Thus X(G) depends on only G essentially. 
(b) By Proposition 4.3, we have that rank’%(G) = rankV(G) = n + n(n - 1)/2 - 
rankM and that a(G) is finitely generated. 
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